Hampshire Primary Computing Conference 2021
This is the annual Computing Conference in Hampshire. An opportunity to hear from national
speakers on the development of the computing curriculum as well as getting involved in discussions
with colleagues to inform thinking and development.
Ken Corish, Online Safety Director and SMT member with South West Grid for Learning will be the
keynote speaker. The DfE commissioned him and others to write ‘Education for a Connected World’,
‘Project Evolve’ and 360 degree safe. His keynote address will cover tackling online safety in the
classroom.
Phil Bagge, General Inspector/Adviser HIAS explores how different
pedagogies can be used with mixed age or mixed ability pupils in
Primary classes to teach programming in a much more successful,
pupil needs focussed manner.
Workshops include:
The Inclusive Computing Classroom
Do you want to learn how to teach more inclusive computing lessons, in particular how to support and
engage learners with special educational needs and disabilities and pupils with English as an
Additional Language?
Delivered by Catherine Elliott - SEND lead for the Sheffield eLearning Service
Using Inclusive Tools to Support all Learners Using MS Office
Delivered by Henry Penfold - Cornerstone Primary School
"Google tools" are not just for lockdown
Phil Bagge looks at how you might use your Google online platform in Computing as well as across
the curriculum during face-to-face learning. This session is designed for schools who have adopted
Google or are thinking about adopting Google.
Delivered by Phil Bagge - HIAS Inspector/Adviser
The future of online platforms in primary education – a panel debate chaired
by Phil Bagge
The Pedagogy of Computational Thinking at KS1 and EYFS – Emma Goto,
Senior Lecturer – University of Winchester

Booking details
Keyword search: Computing Conference
Date: 5 July 2021 09:30-15:30

To book a place, visit:
learningzone.hants.gov.uk

Cost: Sub £105 SLA £60 Full £126
Location: Virtual event delivered via Google Meet
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